Acheron (DAQ) Software.
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Introduction
A primary application of this software is interfacing, operating, and recording data from the Suprock
Technologies line of Asphodel protocol digital sensors. The functionality of the software extends to
interfacing all Suprock Technologies USB, coax, ethernet, and wireless telemetry hardware. This software
is a powerful tool to simultaneously interface multiple wireless and wired devices, control their operation,
and execute complex data acquisition tasks from a single interface. It is a robust, unambiguous, and direct
way to interface digital sensors and capture data for post processing.
This manual is intended for use as a guide to the Suprock Technologies Acheron software. Examples are
provided. This software is designed to interface all Suprock Technologies wired USB telemetry (USB) and
Wireless Module (WM) telemetry. This software is based on the Suprock Technologies Asphodel
Communications Protocol.
This manual covers operation of the software interface and introduction of subjects such as telemetry
setup and radio frequency device hardware. The software manual topics relate to the control of an
existing installation but are not provided in sufficient technical depth to train a user in the installation
process or hardware setup of these devices. Use case examples are provided to show demonstration of
the software functionality from a user level perspective. Any industrial hardware installation such as the
TDMS should be done by qualified installers.
This software is not for Commercial Sale and is provided without charge to support applicable hardware
installations. No representations or warrantees are made regarding the fitness of this software for a
particular use. This software has been presented as-is. Specific application cases, including those under
NRC jurisdiction, may include examination of the software code and libraries for cyber security
compliance. On a case by case basis, Suprock Technologies will provide this information under NDA with
the end-user to satisfy such requirements.
Parts of this software, related to Quad Telemetry module devices, was developed by Suprock Technologies
under work with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). Under agreement with EPRI, the
distributable (compiled) software will be made available to commercial entities possessing an EPRI
commercialization contract. These commercial entities may not resell, modify, or rebrand this software.
The software may be used to support compatible telemetry hardware applications.
Suprock Technologies will remain responsible for versioning and releasing updates to this software and
the Asphodel Protocol Library. Such updates may relate to new types of hardware or upgraded firmware
releases for existing hardware.
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Software Installation
The data acquisition software must be
installed on a suitable computer. Prior
to installation, please ensure that the
PC minimum specifications are as
follows:
•
•

•
•
•

4 GB ram
x86 processor
o Dual core or better
o Intel i5 or better
1024x768 screen resolution
Minimum 64Gb storage
USB 2.0 root hub
o 3.0 is acceptable

An example of an acceptable computer
is the Microsoft Surface Pro. This is a
compact computer capable of running
the TDMS system.
For installation in the field, touch
screen monitors are preferred but not
required for operation.
To download the Acheron software,
first point your web browser to
www.suprocktech.org/downloads
On the downloads page, click on the
download link that corresponds to your
Windows operating system (32bit or
64bit)
To begin software installation,
execute the provided installer package
and follow the wizard.
Click install to start the installation
process.
The software will automatically create
and install to a Suprock Technologies
folder located in \Program
Files\Acheron
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Software Installation (cont.)
Allow the installer to unpack and
install the appropriate files. Note that
the software can be removed from the
Device Manager in Windows.
Once the installation has completed,
the wizard will exit and you are ready
to run the software.
By checking or unchecking the
checkbox next to “Launch Acheron,”
the user can choose whether Acheron
will run immediately after setup is
complete or at some later time.
Click finish to complete the
installation.
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Software Functional Overview
The Acheron software performs functions related to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Management of the stationary (non-rotating) hardware setup.
Management of remote devices such as the Quad Telemetry.
Handling data streams from hardware.
Decoding data streams.
User feedback functionality with plotting and interaction.
Management of hardware unit tests, device tests, sensor tests.
Read/Write of hardware presets from the device firmware and default operating settings.

Acheron Main Window
After starting the Acheron software you will be welcomed by the Plot Main Window. This window is the
base environment where all of the DAQ functionality is presented. The Acheron software has been
engineered to distill highly complex information and present the user with clear visual and quantitative
metrics. The categories of information displayed by the Plot Main Window are: 1) Device connectivity 2)
Hardware performance 4) Sensor data and health.
The Main Window is organized by having a tab for each connected hardware device. Each tab contains
information and controls that are specific to that device. By default, each tab is named according to the
serial number of the hardware device. However, the name of the tab can be different than the hardware
serial number if the user decides to give the hardware a User Tag (name).
On startup of the program, USB will be queried for any connected devices. Discovered devices will be
displayed in tabs within the Plot Main Window. If a device is connected after program startup, the menu
Devices has an option to Rescan USB.
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Graph Channel and Frequency Subchannel
Graph channel refers to the channel the user wants to stream/visualize in the time domain and
frequency windows. In the case of telemetry with subchannels, such as triaxis accelerometers, the user
may choose which subchannel/axis data is visualized in the frequency domain.

Time Domain and Frequency Domain Windows
Whenever a device is connected and streaming is enabled, available data channels can be visualized in
both time domain and frequency domain. Data is set to auto scale on the x and y axis and is displayed in
the units the user has configured under Preferences
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Pause and Resume
The Plot Main Window also contains a Pause and Resume functionality. Similar to the program Exit, these
buttons will halt data streams. When Pause is selected, no additional data is captured. However, the
hardware remains in active communication so that streams may Resume at any time.

Channels
Channels provides valuable information on the different channels being reported by the telemetry.

The channels section is application dependent and will change depending on what device is being
streamed. In wireless powered applications, these parameters are used to optimize antenna types,
frequencies and locations.

Alerts and Limits
Acheron has the option of setting limits for certain parameters, whenever any of these limits are
exceeded, they are recorded in the log window. There is also an option of setting up email alerts
whenever these limits are exceeded. Instructions for Email alert setup can be found clicking this link:
Alerts
Procedure for setting limits:
1. The Limit flags can be found to the right of the data windows in the Channels section.
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2. To set an alarm limit, identify a parameter that is of interest to you and your machine.
3. Click on the flag to the right of the parameter of interest. The Edit Alerts Dialog will appear.

4. Alerts can be set in Mean mode or Standard Deviation (Std). To activate an alarm, check the box
next to the alert you wish to activate and enter an amount for the alarm level.
5. When you are happy with the settings, click OK to set the alarms.
6. When back at the Acheron main window, any parameters with active alerts will have a red flag
next to them.

Any time an alarm is triggered, it will be displayed in the Log, and the user will be emailed if that option
is activated.
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LEDs
The LED section allows for control of RGB LEDs on Suprock devices. This feature is great for personal
preference or to identify individual sensors in a situation in a situation with many identical sensors in
each other’s vicinity.

There is an option of using preset colors (buttons) and custom colors by using the sliders or entering
numbers for the right.

Log
Each hardware device tab in the Plot Main Window also contains a log prompt which displays information
related to that hardware device operation. Any updates, connection status, or errors will be shown here.

Basic GUI operations
There are several basic GUI operations.

File Menu
Under the File menu there is an Exit option. This option executes a program exit, stopping data collection
and shutting down all attached USB devices. The program Exit results in all USB hardware devices shutting
down. This can have implications to the hardware status, for example, data streams are terminated and
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telemetry radio excitation is terminated. When the program is closed without using the menu exit option,
devices will also shut down.

Either a menu Exit or program termination (window X, unplanned computer shutdown, etc.)
will result in full shutdown of the connected hardware. When the application is stopped,
wireless and USB communication will cease in addition to stopping all RFP excitation of
wireless devices.

Devices Menu
The devices Menu includes options for connecting to USB and TCP devices

Rescan USB
In certain instances when Windows® doesn’t immediately recognize a new USB device; clicking Rescan
USB rescans the computer’s USB ports for devices, automatically connecting to any devices that weren’t
streaming to Acheron before. Rescan USB can also be found on the top right corner of the window for
convenience.
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Find TCP Devices
Find TCP devices prompts Acheron to search local networks for Suprock Tech Asphodel protocol sensors.

Upon clicking Find TCP devices, prompt will appear with information about the device(s) found including
serial numbers, board info, bootloader info, and any user tags.
On laptops that are connected to the internet through wifi while at the same time using a USB network
adapter to connect to a wired network with Asphodel devices. The network adapter priorities need to
be adjusted so it defaults to using the wired network to scan for devices.
Find TCP devices button can also be found in the top right corner of the Acheron window.

Manually connect to TCP Devices
For connecting to devices on a remote network anywhere in the world, use the option “Manually
connect TCP device.” Under hostname type the web or IP address of the host, under port, type in the
port. When the address input is satisfactory, click ok; Acheron will then connect to that device.
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*Setting up remote devices requires device to be on an open port, please consult your IT department for
help.

Streaming Menu
The streaming menu has options for enabling/disabling streaming and archiving.

Disable Streaming
By default, Suprocktech Asphodel devices start streaming data as soon as they are connected to the
software. By clicking and enabling disable steaming, it is possible to still connect and send commands to
the device such as settings changes, firmware updates, etc while conserving computer resources.

Disable Archiving
Whenever a Suprock device is connected to Acheron, the data is automatically saved to a
predetermined folder on the user’s PC. Enabling “disable archiving” enables the user to still stream and
visualize data without taking up space on the PC’s hard drive. This is helpful when setting up new
devices or in any situation where permanently recording the data is unnecessary.

Settings Menu
The settings menu contains easy close tab functionality and a submenu of program preferences.

Easy Close Tabs
Enabling Easy close tabs makes it possible to close device tabs directly at each individual tab, much like a
web browser. This can be seen in the little red x that appears in the tab after device name whenever
enabled.

Preferences
The preferences dialog contains options for display units, streaming, and output locations.
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Interface
The interface tab contains the option for Display Mode of the software. Choose dark mode for dark
mode or light mode for light mode.

Streaming preferences
LED and downsampling settings for live streams.
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RGB LEDs
By default, device LED are red when there is power and status changes to blue or green when there is a
successful connection. Uncheck to disable this functionality.
Downsampling
Due to the extreme sampling rates of some Suprock sensors, Acheron downsamples high speed
channels in the time domain streaming window for better visualization. The data is still recorded at full
speed.

Units
Default settings for units in Acheron are metric.
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Unit preferences allows the user to change display units to SI, English, or mixed for a combination of the
two. For example, when psi is desired for pressure or CPM/RPM instead of HZ for rotating shafts, etc.
First select one of the options at the top: SI makes all units SI, US customary changes all units to
Imperial. When mixed is checked, one can go down the list of units and select preferred units ad libitum.
Output
Refers to the output location on the PC where the data is stored.
Output Location
The default storage location for data files is: C:/Users/*USERNAME*/Documents/Acheron Data
If you would like your data in an alternate location, type the directory you would like to use, or click
browse and choose a preferred directory.
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Compression
Files are compressed in *.APD files for conservation of hard disc space. Similar to a media file, more
compression uses more CPU power but less HDD space and less compression uses less CPU power but
more HDD space.
Cloud Upload
If you or your company has Amazon AWS account for storing data to the cloud, enter account
information here:
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Upload is disabled by default, to enable, click the checkbox next to enable AWS S3 upload and enter
your account information. At the bottom of the window, there is an option to Delete the original file
from your PC once a successful upload to AWS has been confirmed.
Alerts
The Alerts tab contains configuration options for email alerts feature. Enter email information here and
you will receive email alert whenever any of your limits are exceeded.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Send email when alert is generated: Check the box to activate the email alerts feature.
From Address: Type in the address you would like to use to send your alerts
To Address: Type the address where you would like to receive alerts
SMTP Server Host: Type in your SMPT server host, if you don’t know it, this information can be
obtained by your email provider.
SMTP Server Port: Input in your SMPT server port, if you don’t know it, this information can be
obtained by your email provider.
If you are using authentication, check the Use Authentication checkbox, then choose the type of
security used by your email client.
Input your SMTP email user and password for the email you wish to use to send the alerts.
Click “Send Test Email” if you wish to test the feature.
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Tools Menu
The tools menu contains options for downloading firmware and marking specific files for upload to the
cloud.

Download firmware
Suprock tech sensor firmware gets updated from time to time to improve functionality or add new
features. If you would like to have device firmware locally on your PC, click download firmware.

The download firmware dialog will prompt the user for information about the firmware desired and it’s
location on the Git. The board information can be found in the Acheron window next to the Serial
number.

When the information is ready, click ok to select a download location on your PC. Once a location has
been selected, press OK to download the firmware file.
Mark for upload
Mark for upload marks certain files for automatic upload to the cloud if enabled under Cloud Upload.

Help Menu
The help menu is where you help yourself to some software updates and information.
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Check for Updates
If you have been notified by Suprock Technologies that a new Acheron is out, this is how to get it.

l
In commercial permanent installations it is recommended to only use the latest stable version unless
directed to use another specific development version by Suprock Technologies. Use Dev versions at your
own risk.

About
Clicking about brings about a dialog box with info on Acheron version and library versions that is
currently installed on the system.

Menu Menu
On the right side of the program there is a button named menu, it contains important device and
firmware update settings for different devices.
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Rename device (set user tag)
If the PC you are using is monitoring more than one device, it can be helpful to set easily identifiable
tags on the devices being used. Procedure involves 3 quick steps:

1. In the top right corner, click “Menu” then “Set User Tag 1” from the drop-down.

2. In the “New Tag” window, type in desired name. This name should be memorable and make it easy
for plant personnel to identify the device. Click “OK” to confirm.
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3. If you are satisfied with the name entered, click yes to save to NVM and reset device.

Confirm that the device name you entered appears in the device tab. If not, please repeat steps 1-3.

Update Firmware
Updating firmware is a simple affair and can be done directly from the program. It is recommended to
only use “latest stable” unless directed by Suprock Tech personnel.

1. Click update firmware – Latest Stable
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2.
3.
4.
5.

The program will check for new firmware
If new firmware is found, the program will download the firmware and install
Once installed, your device will reboot with new firmware. This is normal.
If device has latest firmware, Acheron will inform the user that latest firmware is already
present

Advanced Actions
The Advanced Actions section is for recovery/diagnostics and should only be used under the direction of
Suprock Tech personnel.

Calibration
Acheron has built-in calibration procedures designed to give real world actionable data with as much
ease as possible.
Calibrations are done to translate electrical signals in force sensors, strain sensors, vibration sensors and
more into units we can understand. In this manual we will use a pressure sensor as an axample
calibration procedure:

Physical setup
The pressure sensors in the EBOP kit come pre-calibrated from factory but from time to time it is good
to make sure the calibrations have held. Acheron software has a handy calibration wizard that makes
this process a breeze.
Required tools are:
1. Regulated source of compressed air
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2. Known good air pressure gauge
3. Pressure sensor connection to air source
Since pressure is a linear variable, the wizard collects 2 data points at 2 set pressure points and uses that
data to calculate the pressure from the corresponding voltages, and displays the pressures in the unit of
your choice.
Calibration wizard software procedure
1. The calibration procedure starts by clicking menu -> start calibration

2. The calibration dialog box will open on the left.
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3. Choose the tab corresponding to the channel you would like to calibrate

4. Click the check box corresponding to the calibration you wish to make.

5. Click “select unit”
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6. Select desired unit, in this case, psi

7. Be sure “1st order linear” is selected
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8. You are now ready to calibrate, physically set calibration rig feeding the pressure sensor to a chosen
pressure within range you wish to measure. In this example, let’s use 20psi. With the test rig at 20psi,
click “capture”

9. In the “Actual” section, type in the psi that corresponds to the physical pressure acting on the sensor.
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10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 with a different physical pressure acting on the sensor, such as 80psi
11. Once you have 2 solid data points, click “Write NVM” to write the settings to the device.

12. You will see “NVM written, reset device?” Click yes. Device will now restart and your calibration
settings are now locked in.
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Device Settings
Device settings is a configuration dialog for adjusting individual device settings, for an example
configuration, see the WMR section of this manual.

Change Active Streams
By default, Suprock telemetry logs all streams on installations with several sensors, cutting down on
active streams may help conserve resources and HDD space. To change active streams:
1. Click Menu – Change Active Streams

2. Uncheck any unesseccary/unwanted streams. Example below is from a WMR.
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Run Hardware Tests
Suprock telemetry has built in hardware diagnostics. If the user is having an issue or wishes to check the
operating state of the hardware, Run Hardware Tests provides a full report of the functioning of the
telemetry and sensors.

Show Packet Stats
Show Packet stats prompts a report of successful and lost packets, useful for determining the fidelity of
a wireless connection or when optimizing connection in a high obstruction area.

Connecting Devices
USB Devices
Direct to USB devices such as Suprocktech USB strain sensor, vibration sensor, and WMR are designed to
connect automatically and start streaming as soon as they are connected. If the program is already
running with other sensors and a new sensor is not immediately recognized, click “Rescan USB” in the
upper right-hand corner of the program.
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Connecting Wireless and Coaxial Devices - Wireless Module Receiver (WMR)
Wireless and Coaxial devices need to be connected through the WMR (Wireless Module Receiver).

Wireless Devices
Once the WMR is connected to the software and streaming:
1. Go to Menu – Edit Device Settings

2. In device settings, ensure PA/LNA bypass and enable DC Power are unchecked.
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3. If they are checked, uncheck them. If not, exit and proceed to next step.

4. Click Scan, this will provide the user with a list of available devices in the drop menu.

5. When you have chosen the desired device in the drop menu above the Scan button, press
connect.
6. The WMR will connect to the device and a new tab will be created in Acheron with that device.

Coaxial Devices
Suprock Technologies Digital Coaxial devices have the ability to send/receive power and data to the
WMR through a single coaxial cable. The procedure is similar to connecting wireless devices, except
PA/NLA bypass and DC power must be enabled:
Once the WMR is connected to the software and streaming:
1. Go to Menu – Edit Device Settings
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2. In device settings, ensure PA/LNA bypass and enable DC Power are unchecked.

3. If they are unchecked, check them. If they already are, exit and proceed to next step.
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4. Click Scan, this will provide the user with a list of available devices in the drop menu.
5. When you have chosen the desired device in the drop menu above the Scan button, press
connect.
6. The WMR will connect to the device and a new tab will be created in Acheron with that device.

Basic WMR Controls
The WMR basic controls are related to identifying and connecting with remote devices. The WMR can
scan and connect to remote devices it sees in the environment. For devices using Radio Frequency Power
excitation, an RFP must be energized for the remote radio to become powered. The WMR device also
allows the user to select the communications channel. This is useful for installers setting up multiple
remote devices that coexist in the environment.
The wireless module receiver will display a tab in the Main Plot Window when connected to the software.
The WMR has a few graph channels, including its internal temperature sensor, and a few channels with
information on RF performance and packet transmission performance. Temperature is displayed in the
Graph Window by default.

Similar to all other devices, hardware build information, firmware build information, and build date
information are displayed at the top of the display tab.

WMR User Tags
Setting the User Tags is a convenient way to name a device, indicate the location of a device, or otherwise
identify an WMR device. One recommendation is to name the device according to its location on a unit.
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E.g. if the WMR is located on a Unit #3 rotor at bearing T9 and is the second WMR at that location, User
Tag 1 may be set to “U3 T9 WMR 2”.

Advanced WMR Device Management
The WMR has features that may be exposed in the firmware/software release. These features allow a
user to do things such as loading new firmware to the WMR, editing default device settings, showing
radio packet (wireless) statistics, etc.
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WMR Device Settings
In the WMR, the device settings relate to what WM the WMR is going to talk with. By default, the WMR
is set to a Channel (radio frequency) of 0 in the 2.4GHz band. Also by default, the WMR is set to connect
to any WM device. The autoconnect and serial number can be changed by a qualified hardware installer,
as these relate to the physical installation. Likewise, the channels will be changed by the installer to
reflect coexistence with other WMR and WM devices in the same location.

PA/LNA bypass and Output DC voltage and enabled for Coax devices and disabled for wireless devices,
respectively.

Auto-connecting (Pairing) a WMR to a WM
The WMR has the ability to “pair” with a WM to automatically connect to the device. This option can be
exercised from the WMR menu under “Device Settings”. Refer to the previous section for WMR setting
information. Typically, the Auto Connect option is used after a hardware setup has been established by
the installer.
For example, if your WM target is serial number 955, you would enter 955 in the auto connect serial
number and check the box for “Enable Auto Connect”
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Once the edits have been made to the device settings, a prompt will appear asking you to reset the
WMR. This prompt will restart the WMR and enable the new settings.

Advanced WM Device Management
The WMR also contains options for the user to manage the WM device.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Connect (No Streaming) There is the option to connect to a WM device without streaming. This
option is a development option, but also can be used in scenarios of connecting to a WM when
power supply is not ideal, to save the power consumption of the module while internal settings
are modified.
Bulk Claim Scans and claims any wireless Asphodel devices in the area
Bulk Firmware Update Automatically checks and updates the firmware of wireless Asphodel
devices that have been claimed by the WMR in question
Connect Any Bootloader scans for the presence of bootloaders on WMs in range of the WMR.
Connect Specific Bootloader gives the user the option of entering a WM serial number.
Bootloader Scan is a development control and can be used to identify devices that are not
booted in application, or if the application firmware is corrupted.

Connect, no streaming will open a WM tab with no data streams.

Quad Telemetry Example
The Quad Telemetry is applied on the rotor in a typical TDMS installation. This WM hardware is presented
as an example software configuration.

Data Acquisition
The DAQ program will be acquiring data as soon as each device is connected. The data is being archived
constantly from all connected devices, both wired and wireless. Therefore, the data is stored for the
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entire operation of the system and can be referenced for future analysis. The data of interest is typically
captured from a WM device through the WMR.
By default the Path of the data is saved to “My Documents” at:
C:\Users\*USERNAME*\Documents\Plotting GUI Data
The file structure is hierarchical by date. Devices fall under the date. In the below example, three
devices have been connected. There is a Power_Transmitter, Quad_Telemetry_Demo, and Receiver.

•
•
•
•
•

All devices are named by their USER ROW name or, by default, the device Serial Number if the
User Row name is unset.
All devices create a data folder and the data from each device is saved there.
Files are generated with time stamps according to when the data was acquired.
For data longer than 10m, new files will be created in 10m intervals which assists operating
system handling of the files and also post-processing activities.
The APD format is “asphodel packet data” which is a Suprock Technologies format containing
raw optimized packet data from the devices. This is 1000 to 10000 times smaller on disk than
ASCII.

Fin.
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